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A quantum critical endpoint related to a metamagnetic transition causes distinct signatures in the thermo-
dynamic quantities of a compound. We argue that, irrespective of the microscopic details of the considered
material, the diverging differential susceptibility combined with the Ising symmetry of the endpoint give rise to
a number of characteristic metamagnetic phenomena. In the presence of a magnetoelastic coupling, one finds
a correspondence of susceptibility, magnetostriction, and compressibility and, as a result, a pronounced crystal
softening, a diverging Grüneisen parameter, a sign change of thermal expansion ��H�, and a minimum in the
specific-heat coefficient ��H�. We illustrate these signatures and their relation on the metamagnetic crossover
at 8 T in the prototypical heavy-fermion system CeRu2Si2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Emergent universality close to critical points is one of the
most fascinating phenomena in physics. Materials with ut-
terly distinct microscopic composition might exhibit similar
behavior close to a second-order phase transition if they only
belong to the same universality class. Universality is also
expected close to a critical endpoint that terminates a line of
first-order transitions such as, for example, in the phase dia-
gram of the liquid-gas transition. Such an endpoint is char-
acterized by Ising universality, though the Ising order param-
eter is sometimes not simply related to measurable
quantities.

Another example of an Ising critical endpoint can be
found in metamagnetic materials. Metamagnetism is often
casually described as a superlinear rise of the magnetization
M�H� at some finite critical field Hm. With decreasing tem-
perature, such a smooth metamagnetic crossover might
evolve into a sharp first-order jump of M�H� identifying an
endpoint �Tep ,Hm� in the phase diagram plane defined by
temperature, T, and magnetic field H.1,2 In the context of the
metamagnetic material Sr3Ru2O7 it was pointed out3,4 that an
interesting situation arises if the endpoint temperature Tep
can be tuned toward zero, Tep→0, by a certain external con-
trol parameter resulting in a quantum critical endpoint
�QCEP� for Tep=0. Such an Ising QCEP differs from its clas-
sical counterpart at finite Tep because the dynamics of the
Ising order parameter has to be taken into account explicitly
in the quantum case.4 This dynamics then generate the tem-
perature dependence in its vicinity giving rise to quantum
critical scaling. For example, the differential susceptibility at
Hm diverges by definition with decreasing temperature with a
characteristic powerlaw, ��T−x. Despite the fact that a
QCEP can be hardly realized in any material due to the re-
quired fine-tuning Tep=0, it might nevertheless control ther-

modynamics in an extended temperature and field range if it
is only close in parameter space. This motivates us to look
for universal signatures of the metamagnetic QCEP in vari-
ous metamagnetic compounds.

In the present work, we concentrate on the canonical
heavy-fermion material CeRu2Si2, which crystallizes in the
tetragonal ThCr2Si2 structure and shows a pronounced meta-
magnetic crossover for field parallel to the crystallographic c
direction with a steep rise in the magnetization M�H� at
�0Hm�8 T.5 Over the last 20 years, its properties close to
the critical field Hm have been intensively investigated by
various experimental methods promoting it to be one of the
best-studied metamagnetic metals, cf. the review Ref. 6. It
has been noted early on that the metamagnetic signatures are
mirrored by strong anomalies in dilatometry due to magne-
toelastic coupling.7 Close to Hm one observes a remarkable
large Grüneisen parameter,8 a sign change of the thermal
expansion,9 and a strong crystal softening.10 Moreover, the
specific-heat coefficient ��H� shows a characteristic double
peak structure close to the critical field Hm.11 Although the
temperature dependence of thermodynamics is anomalous,
Fermi-liquid behavior is recovered at lowest temperatures for
all magnetic fields. In particular, the differential susceptibil-
ity at Hm first increases with decreasing T but then starts to
saturate at a temperature on the order of T�=0.5 K.12,13 In
the past, the experimental results have been often interpreted
within a scaling ansatz for the entropy of the form
S�H /Hm�p� ,T /T0�p��, with the magnetic field H, temperature
T, pressure-dependent critical field Hm�p�, and the tempera-
ture scale T0�p�.8,14–16 This phenomenological approach was
quite successful to account for the observed relations be-
tween the H dependence of various thermodynamic quanti-
ties in the low-temperature limit. However, it did not provide
an explanation for the huge anomalies themselves such as,
for example, the large Grüneisen parameter. Since then, a
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number of microscopic theories based on the periodic Ander-
son or Hubbard model have been put forward for metamag-
netism in heavy-fermion materials17–20 that qualitatively ex-
plained many of the observed features in CeRu2Si2.

Nevertheless, in a previous comparison21 of CeRu2Si2
with the ruthenate Sr3Ru2O7 it was already noted that both
compounds share similar metamagnetic anomalies despite
their microscopic differences. This encourages us to specu-
late that some of these anomalies are not specific to the mi-
croscopics of CeRu2Si2 but are, in fact, associated with the
emergent universality expected close to a metamagnetic
QCEP. Note that the importance of critical magnetic fluctua-
tions in this material has been anticipated early on.9,14 In the
following, we demonstrate that, actually, some of the most
striking metamagnetic features in CeRu2Si2 can be naturally
explained within a QCEP scenario. We argue that the emer-
gent Ising symmetry combined with the enhanced differen-
tial susceptibility give rise to the following generic phenom-
ena close to a metamagnetic QCEP: �1� a correspondence
between susceptibility, magnetostriction and elastic con-
stants, and, as a consequence, �2� a pronounced crystal soft-
ening, �3� an enhanced Grüneisen parameter, �4� a sign
change of the thermal expansion, and �5� a minimum of the
specific heat coefficient, ��H�, with two accompanying side
peaks. Note, however, that the QCEP itself is not realized,
neither in Sr3Ru2O7 nor in CeRu2Si2. Whereas in the ruthen-
ate it is masked by a thermodynamic phase,22 the saturation
of the differential susceptibility in CeRu2Si2 and the con-
comitant onset of Fermi-liquid behavior indicates that the
QCEP is close but still off in parameter space, its distance
measured by the saturation temperature T�. For this reason
the sharp increase in the magnetization in CeRu2Si2 is mostly
called metamagnetic-like transition or metamagnetic cross-
over in the literature.5 It is an open question whether there
exists any tuning parameter that lowers the saturation tem-
perature T� further to bring CeRu2Si2 closer to quantum criti-
cality. Attempts to tune the system to the QCEP or even to a
first-order phase transition by applying pressure23 or Ge dop-
ing on the Si site,24 the latter being equivalent to negative
pressure, failed. In both cases the thermodynamic signatures
at the metamagnetic crossover are even broader compared to
the pure system at ambient pressure.

We would like to point out that the concept of a metamag-
netic QCEP should be distinguished from a quantum critical
point �QCP� that separates two phases with different symme-
try. The QCEP is the endpoint of a line of first-order transi-
tions that is tuned to zero temperature and as such it is an
isolated singular point in the phase diagram that is sur-
rounded by a single thermodynamic phase. In contrast, a
QCP separates different thermodynamic phases, for example,
a paramagnet and an antiferromagnet. The latter is actually
realized in the Ge-doped sister compound CeRu2�Si1−xGex�2
close to concentrations x�0.06–0.07.25

For the comparison presented here, we performed new
measurements on a single crystal of CeRu2Si2 grown by
Czochralski method.26 Thermal expansion, magnetostriction
and heat-capacity measurements were carried out in a
3He / 4He dilution refrigerator mounted inside an 18 T super-
conducting magnet. A capacitive dilatometer27 made of CuBe
and with high sensitivity of �L

L0
=10−10 was used to estimate

the thermal-expansion coefficient �c�H ,T�= 1
Lc0

�Lc

�T and the

magnetostriction coefficient �c�H ,T�= 1
Lc0�0

�Lc

�H for L �c. It is
well known that in CeRu2Si2 the length change of the sample
�L shows the same temperature and field dependence along
all crystallographic axes but �Lc is three times larger than
�La.14 For this reason, we scaled our data by a factor of 5

3 to
get the volume expansion � and magnetostriction �. The heat
capacity was measured by a silver platform using compen-
sated heat-pulse technique.28 In both experiments we tuned
the magnetic field very close to the metamagnetic critical
field Hm in ultrafine field steps of just a few mT. We were
able to extend the temperature range of our measurements
down to 60 mK in comparison to former publications. Our
results reproduce nicely existing data for the same tempera-
tures and fields of �, �,8,14–16 and the specific heat.11,29,30

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we discuss
qualitatively the characteristic thermodynamics expected
close to a metamagnetic QCEP, in Sec. III we discuss the
metamagnetic signatures and their relationship in CeRu2Si2,
and we end with a summary in Sec. IV.

II. UNIVERSAL SIGNATURES CLOSE TO A
METAMAGNETIC QCEP

Close to a metamagnetic quantum critical endpoint the
free energy density, F=F0+Fcr, can be separated into a
background part, F0, and a critical part, Fcr, deriving from
the Ising QCEP

Fcr = Fcr�h,T,r� . �1�

We assume that F0 yields only a small, featureless back-
ground contribution to thermodynamics that is subleading
compared to the critical one. The critical part in Eq. �1� de-
pends on temperature, T, on the magnetic scaling field h that
is conjugate to the Ising order parameter, and a parameter, r,
that measures the distance to quantum criticality. A negative
value, r�0, corresponds to a finite endpoint temperature
Tep	0, and for r	0 only a metamagnetic crossover occurs.
The QCEP is realized exactly for r=0. Additionally, it is
important how the magnetic scaling field, h, is related to the
physical fields. Usually for endpoints, this relation is not
evident as, e.g., for the liquid-gas transition, and, as a con-
sequence, the Ising symmetry is often hidden. However, in
our case the situation is more fortunate as we are dealing
with an endpoint at T=0. In the limit of a vanishing endpoint
temperature Tep→0, the line of first-order metamagnetic
transitions will align itself with the temperature axis in the
�H ,T� phase diagram. This follows from the Clausius-
Clapeyron relation after taking into account that the transi-
tion at T=0 is between two ground states of same entropy,
see Fig. 1. This alignment has the consequence that the mag-
netic scaling field, h, of the Ising QCEP can be directly iden-
tified with the distance to the critical magnetic field

h	T→0 = H − Hm. �2�

The magnetic scaling field, h, thus controls the distance to
the QCEP directly on the magnetic field axis and, as a result,
the Ising symmetry becomes explicit in the �H ,T� phase dia-
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gram. At a finite temperature, there will be a superlinear T
correction to h even for the QCEP, r=0; we will later see that
for CeRu2Si2 this correction is of order O�T2�.

Within certain models,2,4,31 the critical free energy in Eq.
�1� can be calculated and the dependences on its parameters
can be determined. In the present work, we will follow a
different route and concentrate on the generic properties that
all these models for a metamagnetic QCEP have in common.
We will therefore focus on a qualitative discussion of the
universal metamagnetic signatures that derive from two basic
assumptions: �i� a diverging differential susceptibility � at
the QCEP and �ii� its Ising universality.

Probably the most fundamental quantity, that character-
izes the metamagnetic behavior, is the differential suscepti-
bility �

� = −
�2F
�H2 . �3�

At a QCEP, r=0, the susceptibility diverges upon decreasing
temperature, T, or decreasing h

�	QCEP → 
 as T, 	h	 → 0. �4�

This serves as our definition of quantum critical metamag-
netism. We show below that this increase in � close to the
QCEP is responsible for all of the striking metamagnetic
phenomena. The pronounced increase in the susceptibility �
in CeRu2Si2 at Hm only saturates at a temperature T�

=0.5 K. In the QCEP scenario, this saturation temperature
T� is a measure of a finite positive parameter r in Eq. �1�,
limT,	h	→0 ��1 /r.

Apart from �, we will discuss various other second-order
derivatives of the free energy: the specific-heat coefficient �,
thermal expansion �, magnetostriction �, and compressibil-
ity �, defined as

� = −
�2F
�T2 , � =

�2F
�T � p

, � =
�2F

�H � p
, � = −

�2F
�p2 . �5�

The pressure dependence of the critical part Fcr enters via
the smooth pressure dependence of h, i.e., the critical field,
Hm=Hm�p�. In the language of field theory, the pressure de-
pendence of the other parameter r is less relevant and will be
neglected in the following. It is convenient to define

�m =
�Hm

�p
. �6�

For the small pressures applied in dilatometric experiments
�m can be approximated to be constant, �m�const.

Because of the scaling form in Eq. �1�, the critical contri-
butions to thermodynamic quantities are not independent. It
follows from Eq. �1� that the critical part of the thermal
expansion parallels the T derivative of the magnetization

�cr = �m
�Mcr

�T
, �7�

where Mcr=−�Fcr /�H. In addition, the critical parts of the
susceptibility, magnetostriction, and compressibility are ex-
pected to be proportional

�cr =
1

�m
�cr =

1

�m
2 �cr. �8�

Such proportionalities have been observed in CeRu2Si2
�Refs. 15 and 32� and also in Sr3Ru2O7.22 For a QCEP the
susceptibility diverges by definition in Eq. �4�, which in turn
implies a divergence in the compressibility �. This means
that the crystal lattice is destabilized by strong metamagnetic
fluctuations, and, as a consequence, the QCEP is likely to be
preempted by a structural transition.33,34 We interpret the
enormous crystal softening of up to 50% observed7,32 in
CeRu2Si2 as a precursor of such a structural instability driven
by metamagnetic fluctuations.

A strong increase in �cr�T� with decreasing T, Eq. �4�, also
has implications for the H dependence of the specific-heat
coefficient, �cr�H�. Using the higher-order Maxwell relation

�2�cr

�H2 =
�2�cr

�T2 �9�

it directly follows from a positive curvature of �cr�T� that
�cr�H� exhibits a characteristic minimum at Hm. This implies
that the function �cr�H� must first increase with increasing
distance from Hm. It is clear that this increase in �cr�H� can-
not continue indefinitely so that the minimum at the critical
field Hm is likely to be framed by two side peaks at finite h.
Such a characteristic double-peak structure is observed in
CeRu2Si2 �Ref. 11� and, for thermodynamic consistency, we
predict it to occur in Sr3Ru2O7 as well.35 The saturation of �
in CeRu2Si2 at a temperature T� is, according to Eq. �9�,
accompanied by a crossover from a minimum to a maximum
in ��H� close to Hm in agreement with experimental
observations.11 In addition, from the side peaks of the
specific-heat coefficient �cr�H� we can infer with the help of
the relation

h

h

h

H
0

T

r3

r2

r1

FIG. 1. Schematic depiction of planes in the H-T phase diagram
with a critical endpoint, which terminates a line of a metamagnetic
first-order transition. The parameter r is a measure of the distance to
the QCEP in parameter space and three different cases ri, r1�0,
r1�r2�0, and r3=0 are shown. For r	0 the endpoint disappears
below the T=0 axis, which corresponds to the situation in
CeRu2Si2. The dashed local coordinate system close to the endpoint
aligns itself with the physical coordinates as the endpoint tempera-
ture approaches zero, Tep→0.
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��cr

�H
=

�2Mcr

�T2 =
1

�m

��cr

�T
�10�

a peak in the temperature dependence of the thermal expan-
sion �cr�T� at the same finite h.

Finally, we can exploit the Ising symmetry of the QCEP
that demands that the free energy is an even function of the
scaling field h

Fcr�h,T,r� = Fcr�− h,T,r� . �11�

This Ising symmetry implies, in particular, a sign change of
the thermal expansion, �cr�h�=−�cr�−h�, at h=0. The posi-
tion of the sign change in � is a good indicator for the
strength of the subleading temperature dependence of the
magnetic scaling field h�T�. If this temperature dependence
can be neglected, the sign change of � is located exactly at
H=Hm and the Ising symmetry is explicit in the phase dia-
gram. A finite-temperature dependence will shift the sign
change away from Hm. Above, we argued that this T depen-
dence will be superlinear due to the Clausius-Clapeyron re-
lation. Characteristic sign changes in ��H� and peaks in
��T�, see Eq. �10�, have been observed in the metamagnetic
materials CeRu2Si2,9 Sr3Ru2O7,36 and Ca1.8Sr0.2RuO4.37 It
has been shown38 that such sign changes of the thermal ex-
pansion are generic for quantum criticality and reflect the
accumulation of entropy.

In the presence of a QCEP, r=0, it follows from general
arguments39 that the Grüneisen parameter defined as the ratio
of thermal expansion and specific heat, cr=�cr / ��crT�, satu-
rates in the low-temperature limit to a value given by

cr	QCEP →
T→0

�m
G

H − Hm
, �12�

where the prefactor G is a combination of critical
exponents.39 The sign change in  at Hm reflects again the
one mentioned above in the thermal expansion. Note that if
the QCEP is only approximately realized, r	0, as in
CeRu2Si2 the divergence Eq. �12�, will be cutoff sufficiently
close to Hm and the sign change of  will not go through
infinity but through zero instead.33 The quantum critical en-
hancement of , Eq. �12�, offers a convenient explanation for
the anomalous large values of the Grüneisen parameter ob-
served in CeRu2Si2.6,8

At some finite distance to the QCEP, the critical free en-
ergy in Eq. �1� will be an analytic function of h in the limit
h→0, and the limiting behavior

Fcr	T	0 � fcr�T� −
1

2
�max�T�h2 + O�h4� �13�

is expected. For positive r	0, this expansion should also
apply at T=0. Note that the expansion starts quadratically in
h due to the Ising symmetry in Eq. �11�. The next-order
correction of order O�h4� is positive so that �max�T� corre-
sponds to the maximum value of �cr�h� at fixed temperature
T, see Eq. �4�. Expression �13� implies some interesting re-
lations between thermodynamic quantities. The susceptibility
for vanishing scaling field h, �max�T�=�cr�h=0,T�, does not
only determine the curvature of �cr�H� close to Hm, see Eq.

�9�, but also defines the limiting form of the thermal expan-
sion

�cr	T	0 � �m�max� �T�h + O�h3� , �14�

where �max� =�T�max. The thermal expansion is expected to
depend linearly on h�H−Hm with a prefactor given by the
derivative of the critical differential susceptibility. Note,
however, that we neglect in Eq. �14� contributions from the
superlinear temperature dependence of the magnetic scaling
field h�T�.

III. COMPARISON WITH CeRu2Si2

In the following, we discuss in more detail the signatures
in thermal expansion, magnetostriction, and specific heat of
CeRu2Si2 close to the metamagnetic field Hm. The phase
diagram close to Hm in Fig. 2 summarizes the positions of
maxima and minima in magnetostriction, ��T� and ��H�,
thermal expansion, ��T� and ��H�, and specific heat, ��H�
and also shows where the thermal expansion becomes zero.
For T→0, the positions of the maxima in magnetostriction
��H� approach and, thus, identify the critical field �0Hm
�7.62 T. At finite temperatures, the positions of these
maxima and, similarly, the positions of vanishing thermal
expansion deviate from Hm by a distance proportional to T2,
shown by the solid and dotted line, respectively. We interpret
this deviation as arising from a T dependence of the mag-
netic scaling field h�T� that spoils the explicit Ising symme-
try in the phase diagram.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Magnetic field-temperature �H ,T� plane
of CeRu2Si2 close to its metamagnetic field �0Hm=7.62 T with the
positions of extrema in magnetostriction, ��H� and ��T�, thermal
expansion, ��H� and ��T�, specific heat ��H�, and the positions of
vanishing thermal expansion. Note that the drift of the positions of
maxima in ��H�, away from Hm spoils the explicit Ising symmetry.
Critical divergencies in thermodynamics are cutoff upon entering
the pocket enclosed by the positions of extrema in ��H� and ��T�
close to Hm; its extension can be quantified by the temperature and
field scale, T�=0.5 K and h�= �H	

� −H�
� � /2=0.07 T /�0, respec-

tively, which are measures of the distance to the QCEP in parameter
space, see text.
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A. Magnetostriction

Magnetostriction as a function of field, ��H�, has been
already presented in Refs. 8 and 15. In Fig. 3, we focus,
alternatively, on the temperature dependence of our magne-
tostriction data for different fields close to Hm. Upon de-
creasing temperature, ��T� first increases. Away from the
critical field, ��T� reaches a maximum and then decreases
again until it saturates at a constant value in the limit T→0.
For fields close to Hm, this maximum however disappears
and ��T� increases monotonously with decreasing T. The
magnetostriction close to the critical field has the largest ab-
solute values identified by the envelope, �max�T�, of the set
of ��T� curves in Fig. 3. In the following arguments, the
proportionality of magnetostriction and differential suscepti-
bility � will be of importance; this correspondence was im-
pressively demonstrated in Ref. 15. Here, we show this cor-
respondence again by comparing the envelope of ��T� curves
with the temperature dependence of the maxima in ��H� data
taken from Ref. 7 �red squares in Fig. 3�. The proportionality
factor determines �m as defined in Eq. �6�. We obtain the
value �m=1.5�0.1 T kbar−1, which is slightly smaller than
the value of 2.0 T kbar−1 estimated by pressure
experiments.40 The magnetostriction at the critical field satu-
rates below the characteristic temperature T�=0.5 K, which

we identify as a crossover from critical to noncritical behav-
ior associated with a finite distance to the QCEP in parameter
space. As we will see below, the inflection point of ��T�
located at T� will also determine crossover signatures in
other thermodynamic quantities.

The positions of the characteristic maxima in ��T� are
shown in the �H ,T� plane of Fig. 2. Interestingly, the maxima
in ��T� and ��T� imply, according to the relation

��cr

�T
= �m

��cr

�T
=

��cr

�H
�15�

an extremum in the field dependence of the thermal expan-
sion, �cr�H�, at the same positions in the phase diagram,
which we will confirm below. Note that characteristic
maxima in the temperature dependence of ��T�, which are,
according to Eq. �8�, equivalent to the maxima in ��T� of
Fig. 3, have been also observed in the metamagnetic material
Sr3Ru2O7.41

B. Thermal expansion

Thermal-expansion data of CeRu2Si2 has been presented
in Refs. 9 and 14. Already in zero field, H=0, ��T� exhibits
a peak that shifts to lower temperatures and sharpens with
increasing H. At the critical field Hm, thermal expansion
changes sign, and the negative peak in ��T� broadens and
shifts to higher temperatures for increasing fields H	Hm.
This behavior is reminiscent of quantum critical metamag-
netism as discussed in some detail in Ref. 36. Similar behav-
ior of ��T� is observed near the metamagnetic field of
Sr3Ru2O7 �Ref. 36� and Ca1.8Sr0.2RuO4.37 A closer inspec-
tion, however, reveals that the behavior very close to the
critical field differs qualitatively from the theoretical expec-
tations for a QCEP, see Fig. 4. When the peak position has
reached a temperature on the order of T�=0.5 K, it does not
shift further toward lower temperatures upon increasing H,
but its height instead decreases to zero and reemerges with

FIG. 3. �Color online� Magnetostriction ��T� for different mag-
netic fields close to �0Hm=7.62 T; panels �a� and �b� show ��T�
for fields H�Hm and H	Hm, respectively, in steps of 0.01 T. For
comparison, T dependence of maxima �max�T� in the differential
susceptibility ��H� from Ref. 7 are shown �red squares� identifying
a proportionality factor �m=1.5�0.1 T kbar−1, see Eq. �8�.

FIG. 4. Thermal expansion as a function of temperature for
various magnetic fields close to �0Hm=7.62 T. The curves are ap-
proximately mirror symmetric due to the emergent Ising symmetry
of the QCEP.
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opposite sign for fields H	Hm. The thermal expansion curve
��T� then almost recovers its shape but with opposite sign.
We interpret this qualitative change as a crossover from criti-
cal to noncritical behavior associated with the temperature
scale T�. For temperatures T�T�, the thermal expansion has
temperature dependence ��T characteristic for a Fermi liq-
uid.

The dense data set in Fig. 4 allows to discuss the magnetic
field dependence of the thermal expansion at a given tem-
perature, ��H�. The extrapolated curves are shown in Figs.
5�a� and 5�b� for temperatures T�T� and T	T�, respec-
tively. For low temperatures, T�T�, ��H� has a point reflec-
tion symmetry located at H=Hm and �=0 which is charac-
teristic for an emergent Ising symmetry close to a critical
endpoint. The absolute value of thermal expansion 	��H�	
first increases upon approaching the critical field Hm but after
reaching an extremum it decreases and vanishes at Hm. The
positions of these extrema in ��H� are shown in Fig. 2. As
argued above, these positions in the phase diagram coincide
with the positions of corresponding maxima in ��T�. In the
low-temperature limit they extrapolate to the fields �0H�

�

=7.55 T and �0H	
� =7.68 T; their distance identifies a finite

field scale h�= �H	
� −H�

� � /2=0.07 T�0
−1 attributed to the

vanishing of the extrema in ��T� and ��H�. This finite field
scale �0h�=0.07 T indicates that the increase in 	��H�	
while approaching Hm always gives way to a decrease even
at lowest temperatures. Hence, it signifies a crossover from
critical to noncritical behavior at T=0 and is thus a magnetic
field analog of the temperature scale T�.

Furthermore, note that the curves ��H� in Fig. 5�a� tend to
bundle near Hm to a line with constant slope. Generally, the
slope of ��H� can be identified with the derivative of mag-
netostriction �T� or, equivalently, of the susceptibility �T�.
The numerical derivative of �max�T�, the envelope in Fig. 3,
is shown in Fig. 5�c�. It is its minimum value, min
�T�max�
=−0.001 �T K�−1, at T� that identifies the bundling slope in
Fig. 5. Moreover, the two lines in the phase diagram that
identify the extrema of ��H� are also the boundaries of the
region where the analytic expansion of the critical free en-
ergy in the scaling field in Eq. �13� holds. Well within this
region the thermal expansion depends linearly on H−Hm as
expected from Eq. �14�.

For larger temperatures, T	T�, the thermal expansion
��H� is shown in Fig. 5�b�. Apparently, the field range where
��H� is approximately linear increases, see Eq. �14�, its slope
decaying with increasing temperature in accordance with the
behavior of �T�max. In contrast to the low-temperature limit,
the curves do not intersect at H=Hm and �=0 anymore,
which we attribute to the incipient T dependence of the mag-
netic scaling field h that breaks the explicit Ising symmetry.

C. Specific heat

Specific-heat data have been reported in Ref. 11. The
specific-heat coefficient � is enhanced close to the critical
field by almost a factor of 2 compared to its zero-field value.
However, one observes a sharp single peak close to Hm only
at lowest temperatures, T�T�. At elevated temperatures, T
	T�, a double-peak structure in ��H� with a minimum at Hm
is found. In the following, we focus on the behavior of �
close to the critical field �see inset of Fig. 6� and, in particu-
lar, analyze the minimum/maximum crossover at T�. The fit-
ted curvatures of ��H� at the extremum close to Hm are
shown in Fig. 6 for each available temperature. The result is
compared to the numerical second-order derivative of
�max�T� or, equivalently, �max�T� of Fig. 3. As anticipated
from Eq. �9�, the two quantities agree within the error bars.
In particular, the minimum/maximum crossover is identified
with the inflection point of �max�T� at T�T� where
�T

2�max�T�=0. In the phase diagram Fig. 2, we also show the
positions of the side peaks in ��H� �not shown in Fig. 6� that
coincide within the error bars with the positions of the
maxima in ��T� as expected from Eq. �10�.

IV. SUMMARY

We presented a comprehensive discussion of the universal
thermodynamic signatures, which emerge close to a meta-
magnetic quantum critical endpoint. We argued that �i� the
diverging differential susceptibility together with �ii� the
Ising symmetry of the QCEP account for the following char-

FIG. 5. Thermal expansion as a function of field H for various
temperatures obtained by extrapolation from the data set in Fig. 4.
Panels �a� and �b� show temperatures T�T� and T	T�, respec-
tively, with T�=0.5 K and steps �T=0.05 K and �T=0.25 K, re-
spectively. Their slope close to the critical field is given by
�H� 	H=Hm

��T�max whose T dependence is shown in the inset �c�.
Its extremal value for the slope, min
�T�max��−0.001 �T K�−1, at
T� determines the bundling slope of the ��H� curves close to Hm in
panel �a�.
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acteristics of critical metamagnetism: �1� a proportionality
between susceptibility, magnetostriction, and compressibility
in the presence of a magnetoelastic coupling and, as a result,
�2� a pronounced crystal softening, �3� an enhanced Grü-
neisen parameter, �4� a sign change of the thermal expansion
at the critical field, and �5� a minimum in the specific-heat
coefficient ��H�. The latter minimum directly follows from
the Maxwell relation �T

2�=�H
2 � and the positive curvature of

the susceptibility. A minimum in ��H�, in turn, implies two
side peaks, and we showed that their positions in the �H ,T�
plane coincide with the extrema in the thermal expansion
��T� as a function of temperature. The Ising symmetry of the
endpoint ensures that the sign change of the thermal expan-
sion ��H� due to entropy accumulation38 occurs close to the
critical field Hm.

As an example, we discussed the metamagnetic com-
pound CeRu2Si2, which shows pronounced metamagnetic
signatures that saturate, however, at very low temperatures,
T�=0.5 K, and close to the critical field, 	H−Hm	�h�

=0.07 T�0
−1. We argued that outside this regime in the

phase-diagram behavior for a metamagnetic QCEP is ex-
pected. We presented high-precision data close to the critical
field, that allowed us, in particular, to analyze the crossover
from critical to noncritical behavior associated with the tem-
perature and field scale, T� and h�, respectively. We demon-
strated that the onset of saturation in the differential suscep-
tibility ��T� 	H=Hm

at T� leads to an inflection point that
accounts for the minimum-to-maximum crossover in the
specific-heat coefficient ��H� at Hm. Furthermore, we dem-
onstrated that the derivative �T��T� 	H=Hm

determines the tem-
perature dependence of the thermal expansion close to the
critical field. The inflection point at T� is reflected by an
extremum in ��T� at the same temperature as the critical
field is approached. We also demonstrated that the magneto-
striction ��T� and, equivalently, the differential susceptibility
��T� has a maximum as a function of temperature only for
fields 	H−Hm		h� allowing us to identify the field scale
�0h�=0.07 T. Such characteristic maxima have been ob-
served also in the metamagnetic compound Sr3Ru2O7.41 We
pointed out that these maxima coincide with thermodynami-
cally equivalent extrema in the thermal expansion ��H�.

The focus of the present work are the qualitative thermo-
dynamic signatures close to quantum critical metamag-
netism, irrespective of the microscopic details of the material
and the precise model describing the critical dynamics of the
order-parameter fluctuations. We checked, however, that all
signatures discussed here for CeRu2Si2 are reproduced quali-
tatively within the QCEP model introduced in Ref. 4, which
will be the subject of a separate publication.

The universal metamagnetic signatures have been here il-
lustrated on the heavy-fermion compound CeRu2Si2. We
hope that this work will motivate further experimental inves-
tigations to identify additional materials that are close to a
metamagnetic QCEP.
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